Hydration repulsion acts between all sufficiently polar surfaces in water at small separations and prevents dry adhesion up to kilobar pressures [1] . Yet it remained unclear whether this ubiquitous force depends on surface structure or is a sole water property [2] . We demonstrate that previous deviations among different experimental measurements of pressures in phospholipid bilayer stacks disappear when plotting data consistently as a function of repeat distance or membrane surface distance. The resulting pressure versus distance curves agree quantitatively with our atomistic simulation results and exhibit different decay lengths in the ordered gel and the disordered fluid states. This suggests that hydration forces are not caused by water ordering effects alone. Splitting the simulated total pressure into membrane-membrane and water-mediated parts shows that these contributions are opposite in sign and of similar magnitude, they thus are equally important. The resulting net hydration pressure between membranes is what remains from the near-cancellation of these ambivalent contributions.
Even electrically neutral polar surfaces repel in water and exhibit for small separations, when the last water layers are removed, an exponential repulsive force that is commonly called hydration force. The mechanism behind this force and even its name are intensely debated [2] ; what is generally acknowledged, however, is that it is ubiquitous and acts between self-assembled membranes and surfactant layers [3] , colloids [4] , clays and biomolecules such as DNA [5] and proteins [6] . Hydration forces are thus important for diverse processes such as membrane fusion and adhesion [7] , soap bubble stability, protein adsorption [8] as well as lubrication of biological [9] and synthetic materials [10] .
Different concepts were invoked to rationalize hydration forces. As early discussed by Langmuir [11] , an effective surface repulsion was suggested to arise from the removal of strongly bound hydration layers, hence the name hydration force (to which we stick for historic reasons without reference to the implied mechanism). The overlap of water ordering profiles at two opposing surface was theoretically shown to produce an exponentially decaying repulsion [12, 13] and reasoned to explain the universality of hydration forces observed for different surfaces [1] . On the other hand, the presence of oscillatory forces between stiff surfaces measured with the surface-force apparatus [14] , and in particular the huge spectrum of observed hydration force amplitudes and decay lengths for different surfaces, was used to argue that additional, direct surface interactions (encompassing entropic effects due to the perturbation of conformational surface degrees of freedom) must play an equally important role for small surface separations [15] .
Historically, experiments on lipid bilayers for several reasons played a pivotal role: For given lipid chemistry and temperature, and in the absence of cosolutes, the self-assembled bilayer structure uniquely depends on a single parameter, namely the mixing ratio of water and lipids, thereby excluding ambiguities related to different preparations or compositions as for most solid surfaces. Besides, for neutral lipids there is no need to subtract the electrostatic double-layer repulsion, a procedure which adds significant arbitrariness to the definition of the hydration force for charged surfaces [16] . In addition, osmotic stress techniques allow to measure the repeat distance in a multilamellar stack as a function of the imposed osmotic pressure with high precision and over a vast range of pressures [17] . Finally, the presence of many surfaces dilutes contaminations and increases accuracy due to the parallel detection of multiple repeat distances in one measurement. As a matter of fact, supported bilayers exhibit similar hydration forces as free bilayer stacks [18] , demonstrating that undulation forces (which are suppressed for supported bilayers) are negligible for small bilayer separations.
However, the key experiment on phospholipid bilayers led to puzzling results, which severely hampers the complete understanding of hydration forces. Phospholipid membranes display a main transition from an ordered gel-like state at low temperature to a disordered fluid state at high temperature, which is well studied due to its physiological relevance [19] [20] [21] . The chemical surface composition does not change during this transition, only the surface structure; the comparison of hydration forces in the gel and fluid states is thus of paramount importance since it should allow to decide whether direct surface interactions or water ordering, the latter presumably being similar in the gel and fluid states, are the dominating contributor to hydration forces. The first experimental study indeed yielded different hydration force curves as a function of surface separation in the gel and fluid states, suggesting that hydration forces are not solely caused by water effects [22] . However, later experiments with the same phospholipid gave dissonant results [23] [24] [25] . It was early on suggested that this comes from different definitions of the interface position between water and bilayers used in the analysis of the experimental data [26] , but this was never settled.
In this paper we first demonstrate that all five published experimental hydration pressure curves for Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC), some of which in the gel and some in the fluid state, are consistent when plotted as a function of the bilayer repeat distance D, which is the primary quantity measured in scattering experiments. For this we undo the conversion of experimentally measured repeat distances D to reported surface separations, for which different definitions have been used. We then convert D to the water slab thickness D w using the thermodynamic definition of the Gibbs dividing surface. We next show that the experimental data quantitatively agree with simulations of DPPC bilayers performed at low temperature in the gel state and at high temperature in the fluid state when plotted as a function of D w . This comparison reveals that the decay lengths are vastly different in the gel and fluid states, hinting that hydration forces are not solely caused by water ordering effects. Finally, and most importantly, further analysis of the simulation results shows that the total interaction pressure results from the near cancellation of attractive direct membrane-membrane interaction and repulsive indirect interaction, the latter being comprised of water-water and water-membrane interactions. Curiously, direct and indirect interactions have almost the same magnitude, both in the gel and the fluid states, and for separations D w > 1 nm exhibit similar exponential decay lengths of about λ ≈ 0.2 nm. The sum of direct and indirect forces, which together make up what is called the hydration force, is smaller than both direct and indirect force by a factor of roughly ten. The hydration force decay length turns out to be λ gel ≈ 0.2 nm in the gel and λ fluid ≈ 0.4 nm in the fluid state. Thus, the hydration force cannot be explained by water-ordering or direct surfacesurface interactions alone, simply because it is the sum of these two competing contributions of almost equal magnitude. Due to the near-cancellation of the direct and indirect contributions, the resulting hydration force depends on fine details of both contributions in a very subtle manner. It comes at no surprise that the hydration force behaves very differently from these contributions, both in terms of its amplitude but also in terms of its range (i.e. its exponential decay length). This should be kept in mind when trying to explain hydration forces in terms of simple theoretical concepts (which typically consider only one part of the problem) and is vividly demonstrated by the deviating hydration forces in the gel and fluid states.
In Fig. 1 (a) we reproduce all available experimental data [22] [23] [24] [25] for the osmotic pressure p of DPPC multilamellar stacks as a function of the published water slab thickness D w in a log-lin representation, two data sets correspond to the gel state (squares) and three to the fluid state (crosses). Most strikingly, different data sets in the gel and fluid states disagree among each other, as was noted before [27] , and give rise to significantly different decay lengths λ gel = 0.11 nm, 0.18 nm and λ fluid = 0.18 nm, 0.22 nm, 0.26 nm (indicated by straight lines, see Table S1 in SI) as extracted from fits to p = p 0 e −Dw/λ . Thus, while the decay lengths in the gel and fluid states differ, the inconsistencies among different experiments preclude any interpretation of these results.
In fact, different experiments used different methods to convert the experimentally measured lamellar repeat distance D, which is the sum of the water slab thickness D w and the lipid membrane thickness D l , to the water slab thickness D w : In one method, D w is derived from the known lipid-water mixing ratio and assuming water and lipids to be incompressible [22] . In a different treatment the lipid membrane thickness D l is determined from electron density profiles derived from X-ray diffraction and from that D w = D − D l is computed. In the third treatment D w follows from the bilayer area compressibility on the basis of D l at one reference pressure [24, 25] (see SI for details on the different conversion methods). Ref. [ In Fig. 1 (b) we present the same experimental pressure data as a function of the lamellar repeat distance D. Note that in one case the p(D) data was not given [22] , so we converted the data from D w to D. We also include microcalorimetry data [28] that reports the osmotic pressure p as a function of the water-lipid ratio. Excellent agreement between all available experimental data is observed, which endorses that multilamellar systems constitute exceptionally robust experimental systems. We conclude that deviations between experiments in Fig. 1  (a) are indeed caused by different conversion methods used to derive D w from the experimentally measured repeat distance D. Clearly, Fig. 1 (b) suggests an exponential pressure decay versus D with decay lengths that are very different in the gel and fluid states, λ fluid = 0.20 nm and λ gel = 0.10 nm (indi-cated by black lines). However, the membrane thickness D l depends sensitively on pressure, reflected by the fact that the relation between D and D w is highly non-linear (see SI). The function p(D) in Fig. 1 (b) includes hydration force and membrane compression effects, only the function p(D w ) corresponds to the hydration force per se, which thus requires careful definition of D w . Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations allow to model hydrated bilayers in atomistic detail [29] . Simulations at controlled water chemical potential [30, 31] are possible by the thermodynamic extrapolation method, which allows to quantitatively compare experimental and simulated interaction pressures [32] . Snapshots of our simulations in fluid and gel states together with the DPPC chemical structure are presented in Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 3 we compare the interaction pressure from simulations in the osmotic pressure ensemble at fixed hydrostatic pressure of 1 bar (triangles) with experimental data (squares and crosses) in a) gel and b) fluid states as a function of the water slab thickness D w . We calculate D w based on the Gibbs-diving surface position, which amounts to D w = N w v 0 w /A where N w is the number of water molecules in one layer, v 0 w is the volume per water molecule in bulk, and A is the system area. Incidentally, this is the same conversion used in one experiment [22] and is based on the unambiguous thermodynamic definition of the membrane-water interface position. We use the same conversion for all experimental data sets. For both gel and fluid states, we observe excel- lent agreement among experimental and simulated pressure curves. The experimental decay length in the gel state is λ gel = 0.21 nm, in the fluid state we obtain λ fluid = 0.38 nm. Thus the experimental decay lengths for p(D w ) differ among fluid and gel states and at the same time deviate significantly from the decay lengths of p(D) in Fig. 1 (b) . This clearly rules out a pure water-mediated mechanism for the hydration repulsion, because in this case not the decay length but only the hydration force amplitude should differ in the gel and fluid states. Fits to the simulation data yield λ gel = 0.22 nm and λ fluid = 0.36 nm, hence in good agreement with the experiments. This validates our further simulation analysis.
To gain insight into the origin of the hydration force, we decompose the total pressure p into the direct p dir and indirect parts p ind [32] , where p dir contains all membrane-membrane interactions, whereas p ind = p − p dir contains the remaining water-water and water-membrane forces. This decomposition is only possible in the hydrostatic ensemble at fixed water chemical potential (see SI Sec. 8). Note that this splitting is position independent and thus adds minimal ambiguity. In Fig. 4 we plot the total pressure p together with the indirect pressure p ind and (since it is attractive) the negative direct pressure −p dir in the gel and fluid states. We observe that −p dir and p ind are very similar to each other and thus nearly cancel, consequently, the total pressure p = p ind + p dir is much reduced and smaller by roughly an order of magnitude. This holds for both gel and fluid data. The direct and indirect pressures exhibit for separations D w > 1 nm an exponential decay which is characterized by surprisingly similar decay lengths, roughly given by λ gel = 0.19 nm in the gel state and λ fluid = 0.22 nm in the fluid state (indicated by blue and red solid lines). The sum of these contributions, the total pressure p, however shows different exponential decay lengths of λ gel = 0.22 nm in the gel and λ fluid = 0.36 nm in the fluid states, as already shown and discussed in Fig. 3 . The significant difference between the gel and fluid total pressures is thus caused by relatively tiny differences in the direct and indirect contributions, which only survive since p dir and p ind almost exactly cancel. To look into this, we plot −p dir and p ind in a lin-lin representation in the inset of Fig. 4 . There it is seen that −p dir in the fluid and gel states are very similar to each other, while the indirect (water-mediated) contributions p ind differ substantially for small separations. We conclude that the difference between the total pressures p in fluid and gel states is mainly caused by a relatively small difference in the watermediated indirect contribution p ind . The different decay lengths of the total pressure p in fluid and gel states comes as a surprise; given the similarity of direct and indirect contributions, it transpires why an understanding of the hydration force could not be gained from consideration of the water-mediated or the direct membrane-membrane interactions alone, which has been the prevalent mode of thinking in the literature so far.
